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Most Votes:
- Bierce Library (7)
- Auburn Science Library (3)
- Dorm (2)
- Buckingham Building (2)
- Orr Residence Hall Study Lounge (2)
- ASEC Library (2)

Others Mentioned:
- Soccer field
Coleman Common
Infocision
CAS Atrium
Trecaso’s
Zook Hall
Hilltop
Polymer Building
Bulger Residence Hall
Galucci Residence Hall
Olin Hall
Schrank Hall
Crouse Hall
JR Buchtel Statue

Quotes:

- “The walkway over the railroad tracks coming out of the CBA (always helped that Street Treatz was there).” - David Ring ’06
- “I studied a lot in infocision stadium on the upper floors overlooking the athletics fields.” - Tracie Mayles ’17
- “Bierce, the lower level, in one of the cushy chairs or the one secluded study carrel with a computer down there. Bierce was the best! Also the sociology computer lab in Olin Hall.” - Leah Dairy Branford ’11
- “I usually studied in my dorm or in my boyfriend’s (now husband) dorm. He lived in the townhouses, so
with seven other guys living there with him, it wasn’t always a quiet place to go!” - Natalie Flay Kopko ’84

- “I liked sitting in Schrank Hall. It was generally quiet, and I liked the old feel of it. It smelled like school!” - Nicholas Burt ’13

- “Before the flowerbed was put in, I would sit at the base of the John Buchtel statue facing Buchtel Hall. Especially in the fall.” - Jennifer Abel ’06